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App: Show Me
Description:

With the free ShowMe App you can help your audio learners and visual
learners. You are able to record your voice to create a walkthrough, or you
can use the whiteboard feature and record your writing. Type out what
you want to say, and talk over it! Or vise versa, talk about what you’re
presenting in your recording and write along to show examples,
walkthroughs, etc. "Groups" allows teachers to share their Show Me’s and
interact with students privately. Teachers with ShowMe Premium
subscription can create an unlimited amount of groups and invite their
students. Students can join groups for free!” . “Educators from over 53,000
schools use ShowMe” , Says showme.com.

Features
-Voice-record
- Multiple brush colors
- Enter text
- Pause and erase
- Import pictures from your photo library, built-in camera, or web image
search
- Import documents as pictures from dropbox, or google drive
- Create video from any document
- Unlimited lesson length
- Free to upload and share your recordings with friends
- Easy embedding for sharing anywhere
- Manage students with Groups

REVIEWS
Pre-k, k teacher of English Language Arts, Math, Science, Social Studies, and Arts, Dana
Villamagna from Common Sense Graphite gave ShowMe ⅗ stars and says; “With the playback
option, students can self-assess their work and make adjustments before sharing or
presenting. Students can not only learn and reinforce subject matter skills, but they'll
potentially develop higher-level thinking skills as they teach others.”
Jason J. also from Common Sense Graphite Reviews teaches Math and Science for
grades K, 1, 4, 6, 7, and 8. He gives ShowMe ⅘ stars, and explains how he used it
in his classroom. “When prepping a lesson, I recorded a screencast that would be
embedded in the class website or linked so students could access at any time. This
usage would also be helpful in a blended or flipped classroom environment.“

Teachers and students are able to create
videos for lessons or presentations/tutorials.
Using this is classes such as English, would
help with things like presentations or
debates, or even just note taking.

Example 1

Using this app, students can see multiple
lessons, even for different classes.
Teachers can create lessons to share
with the students in case of snow days,
where students would be able to see
the lesson from home. Or, even days
in class when the students need to see
a diagram or just a short walk-through
of a problem.

Example 2

Resources

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/showmeinteractive-whiteboard/id445066279?mt=8
http://www.showme.com/
https://www.graphite.org/app/showmeinteractive-whiteboard#more
https://www.graphite.org/app/showmeinteractive-whiteboard-teacher-review/4065401

